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SOCIAL SOLUTIONS

The office staff has been busy at work
expanding our social media presence.
Like, Share, and Follow our pages for
updates, anecdotes, and maybe even
a meme or two! Our socials are linked
here. 

As we welcome July, we must acknowledge how
far AUS has came thus far in 2024. Both our 1049
and 1249 employees contribute to this success.
We hope the second half of the year exceeds our
expectations, and we are able to continue to
grow, expand, and dominate the industry.  

AS WE CLOSE OUT JUNE, LETS CELEBRATE
OUR MID-YEAR MILESTONES!

Did you know every month we do a contest and
you could win an amazon gift card? Last months
winners were Ramon Mendez and Dawn
Crisostomo. Their award winning photos are
featured in his months newsletter! We loved
your creativity, thank you both for participating!

JUNE CONTEST WINNERS

COMMUNICATION TIPS
Miscommunication with other workers or
drivers can lead to accidents. Always use clear
signals, radios, and directions to communicate
and ensure all team members understand their
roles. Please be sure to let Rob ASAP know if
your radio stops working. The radios play a
crucial role in keeping you, motorists, and crew
members safe.

https://linktr.ee/advancedutility


Nicholas Pappas 7/3
Gabriella Bonilla 7/13
Stephen Lopilato 7/17
Paul Zapata-Vila 7/21
Jesus Cruz 7/23
Bryan Garay 7/24
Kathleen Crowley 7/31
Bryan Martinez Escobar 7/31

July Birthdays

Questions? Talk to Us
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July Work
Anniversaries

Join us in Celebrating YOU!

Operations : 
Robert Geier: 631.888.6986

Dispatch: 
Veronica Henriquez: 631.388.0761
Victoria Marchese: 631.856.2215

Human Resources:
Cathy Holt, Payroll: 631.300.0963
Lindsay Buglino, Recruitment and
Onboarding:  631.776.4665
Victoria Mitacchione, Legal:  
631.825.9585

Coming together is a
beginning, staying

together is progress,
and working together

is success." - Henry
Ford

FLAGGING SAFETY:
Beat the Heat: Know the different types of heat
illnesses and how to recognize them. 

July Contest:
Star-Spangled Flaggers
 This month show us your best patriotic
flagging outfit. Dress in your most patriotic,
but work safe attire while flagging this
week! Have your partner snap a picture
before or after shift...Send your best to
v.mitacchione@autilitysolutions.com.
Please note, only emailed photos will be
judged.  . There will be two winners. The
prize is a $25 Amazon gift card. Deadline is
11:59 pm 7/5 
*Photos can be creative or funny but please
remember they must be work appropriate. 

1. Heat Cramps:
Symptoms: Muscle spasms, usually in the
legs, arms, or abdomen.
What to Do: Rest, cool down, drink water
or an electrolyte solution, and gently
stretch the muscles.

2. Heat Exhaustion:
Symptoms: Heavy sweating, weakness,
cold, pale, and clammy skin, rapid pulse,
nausea or vomiting, muscle cramps,
tiredness, dizziness, headache.
What to Do: Move to a cooler place, lie
down, loosen clothing, apply cool, wet
cloths, sip water. Seek medical attention
if symptoms worsen or last longer than
an hour.

3. Heat Stroke:
Symptoms: High body temperature
(above 103°F), hot, red, dry, or damp skin,
rapid and strong pulse, headache,
dizziness, nausea, confusion, loss of
consciousness.
What to Do: Call 911 immediately. Move
the person to a cooler place, apply cool
cloths or a cool bath, do not give
anything to drink.
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